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those for helping surgeon and anesthesiologists to assess 
the general fitness of  the patient for surgery. This workup 
is also called as surgical profile in a planned procedure. 
Anesthesiologist’s role as part of  the team to plan the 
modality of  anaesthesia for a specific procedure with the 
help of  relevant investigations is crucial. In recent times, 
such a practice has been subject of  close scrutiny due to low 
significance and higher cost. Surgical profile in otherwise 
healthy patients is invariably of  little value in detecting 
diseases and in changing the anaesthetic management or 
outcome.1 Preoperative evaluation of  surgical patients 
with the help of  surgical profile should be aimed at 
reducing morbidity and preferably, should be ordered 

INTRODUCTION

After thorough clinical examination, surgical patients 
require a series of  tests to assess the functioning of  
different systems of  their body. These may be to confirm 
the diseases as evidence-based medicine are in vogue and 
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Abstract
Background: All the patients undergoing surgery are ordered to undergo a battery of tests collectively named as surgical 
profile. The advantage of surgical profile is to reduce morbidity and mortality during and immediately after surgery. It also tends 
to reduce the cost of perioperative care and pre-operative anxiety. Surgical profile also includes few additional tests undertaken 
following clinical examination to reduce the surgical-anaesthetic risk.

Aim: The advantage of ordering pre-operative surgical profile in evaluating the surgical risk in patients undergoing minor and 
medium surgical procedures.

Materials and Methods: The present study is a prospective and descriptive cross-sectional study of 1150 patients evaluated 
pre-operatively during the pre-anesthetic checkups in the Department of Anaesthesiology, Government Medical College 
Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. Patients undergoing minor and medium surgeries belonging to American Society of 
Anesthesiologists Grade-I; aged 3 to 50 years were included in the study. The surgical profile ordered in them were hemoglobin, 
total blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, coagulation profile, electrocardiogram, X-ray chest, fasting blood sugar, serum 
creatinine, blood urea, sodium and potassium levels, viral screening and Hbs Ag. Few additional tests were ordered to confirm 
the clinical diagnosis of the condition of the patients wherever necessary to help reduce intraoperative time.

Results: Totally, 10,395 investigations were carried out pre-operatively for the 1150 patients. Among the total tests, 175 were 
observed as abnormal (15.21%). Among the patients with abnormal laboratory tests a change in approach for further management 
was undertaken in 62/175 (35.42%) but overall incidence of change in the treatment course was (62/1150), 05.39%.

Conclusion: Pre-operative surgical profiles should not be undertaken as a tradition, but should be based on thorough clinical 
examination, nature of surgical procedure, anesthetic technique, and clinical status of the patient.
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by the anaesthesiologist.2 When an anaesthesiologist 
orders the preoperative tests, apart from securing more 
appropriate clinical profile the consequent incidences 
of  surgery cancellations are reduced.3,4 A prospective 
cross-sectional study in healthy patients showed that 
nearly 72.5% of  preoperative tests ordered by surgeons 
were considered not indicated by anaesthesiologists.5,6 
Delahunt and Turnbull analyzed the blood tests before 
surgery and correlated them with the difference they 
made to the management while there were abnormal 
results detected, it was found that the management was 
not altered in any case due to the blood testing.7 Greer 
and Irwin suggested that routine pre-operative blood 
tests are not required for those patients who are clinically 
well and asymptomatic.8 Rohrer et al. have shown that 
preoperative screening tests for clotting disorders that 
were not suspected on the basis of  detailed history and 
examination are not necessary and not recommended to 
be carried out routinely.9 Few authors defined routine 
tests as compulsory tests for all patients regardless of  the 
findings obtained from clinical evaluation.10,11 Among the 
list of  tests, there are serum creatinine, blood urea, and 
urine biochemical changes, blood count and coagulation 
studies, X-ray and electrocardiogram examinations, 
among others.10 However, literature data indicate that 
these tests are not cost-effective and neither related to 
any perioperative complications.4,10 This should not lead 
to an incidence of  under investigation however. Further, 
studies have shown that performing routine screening tests 
in patients who are otherwise healthy is invariably of  little 
value in detecting diseases and in changing the anaesthetic 
management or outcome.10 Thorough clinical assessment 
is a prime factor in patient’s preoperative assessment and 
this should be followed by investigations in necessary 
patients; established from the study by Shah et al.12 When 
the surgical profile was undertaken without basis of  
clinical history, may lead to increased risk for the patient, 
especially when false-positive results motivate further 
investigations. It may lead to unnecessary postponement 
of  surgery, prolonging hospital stay and subjects the 
patient to the risk of  hospital infections.13 There was no 
significant correlation with perioperative complications 
and the pre-operative abnormal tests with a prevalence of  
0.5-12% in a study population of  544 patients by American 
Society of  Anesthesiologists (ASA).14 In an observation 
conducted retrospectively to review medical records, it 
was estimated that hospital savings were approximately 
US$80,000 annually just by eliminating preoperative 
testing not indicated for the 5100 patients they studied.3 
The present study was conducted to study the advantage 
of  ordering pre-operative surgical profile in evaluating the 
surgical risk in patients undergoing minor and medium 
surgical procedures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present study was a prospective and descriptive cross-
sectional study of  1150 patients evaluated pre-operatively 
during the pre-anesthetic checkups in the Anaesthesiolgy 
department, Government Medical College Hospital, 
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.

Study Period
A study conducted between March 2014 and February 
2016. Institutional Ethical clearance was obtained and 
approved consent letter was used.

Inclusion criteria
1. Patients undergoing minor and medium surgeries were 

included.
2. Patients belonging to ASA Grade-I were included.
3. Patients aged 3-50 years were included.

Exclusion criteria
1. Patients undergoing major surgeries were excluded.
2. Patients belonging to ASA Grade-II and III were 

excluded.
3. Patients aged below 3 years and above 50 years were 

excluded.
4. Patients with previous history of  surgeries were excluded.
5. Patients with history of  myocardial infarction, diabetes 

mellitus, uremia, and bleeding disorders were excluded.
6. Patients with psychiatric disorders were excluded.
7. Patients with inconclusive diagnosis were excluded 

from the study.

The surgical profile ordered in them were hemoglobin, total 
blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, coagulation 
profile, electrocardiogram, X-ray chest, fasting blood sugar, 
serum creatinine, blood urea, sodium and potassium levels 
and viral screening and Hbs Ag. Few additional tests are 
ordered to confirm the clinical diagnosis of  the condition of  
the patients wherever necessary to help reduce intra-operative 
time. A proforma was filled showing the laboratory data, their 
abnormalities in these tests, and if  any change in approach was 
also noted. Change in approach included ordering new tests, 
referral to a super specialist or postponement and abandoning 
of  surgeries. The surgical profile was ordered by the surgeon 
previously preoperatively and additional tests, according to 
his routine, without interference from the anesthesiologist. 
All the data were analyzed using standard statistical methods. 
The results were assessed using descriptive statistics.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

After applying the exclusion criteria among the 3437 patients 
who underwent anaesthetic checkups, 1150 patients were 
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included in the study (34.35%). Among them, 798 were 
males (69.39%) and the remaining 352 were females 
(30.60%). The age and sex distribution of  the study group 
was tabulated in Table 1.

The natures of  surgeries labeled under minor and medium 
type are shown in the Table 2.

Totally, 10,395 investigations were carried out pre-
operatively for the 1150 patients. Among the total tests, 175 
were observed as abnormal (15.21%). Among the patients 
with abnormal laboratory tests a change in approach for 
further management was undertaken in 62/175 (35.42%) 
but overall incidence of  change in the treatment course 
was (62/1150), 05.39%. Hematological laboratory tests 
conducted in the present study were for hemoglobin in all 
patients; 1150 (100%), total blood count in 1150 (100%), 
and coagulation profile in 724/1150 (62.95%). The 
number of  abnormal results in these tests were 26 (0.26%), 
21 (01.82%), and 01.65%), respectively, and the overall 
change in approach for treatment was 4 (0.34%), 5 (0.43%), 
and 3 (0.26%), respectively (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

As a tradition ordering surgical profiles as a pre-
anaesthetic precursor was being considered as a 
valuable tool for evaluation of  fitness in all the surgical 

patients in the Government Medical College Hospital, 
Thiruvananthapuram. This has helped determine and 
decide the fitness for anaesthesia and surgery. However, in 
the recent times in India, this practice is subjected to close 
scrutiny by the patients and consumer act implementers.

In addition, these tests aggregate to high costs of  total 
billing. In such a context, the present study was conducted 
to observe and analyze the laboratory results and the 
influence of  abnormal tests in changing the course of  
further management during and after surgeries. According 
to the American College of  physicians, laboratory tests 
performed should always have a clinical justification and to 
be undertaken with selective and restrictive criteria.11 In the 
present study, total investigations done pre-operatively were 
10,395 for the 1150 patients included in the study. Among 
the total tests, 175 tests showed abnormal parameters 
to the age of  the patients (15.21%). Among the patients 
with abnormal laboratory tests a change in approach for 
further management was undertaken in 62/175 (35.42%) 
but overall incidence of  change in the treatment course was 
(62/1150), 05.39%. Those patients who showed abnormal 
results were given further treatment and special laboratory 
investigations to rule out diseases in the specific systems 
were undertaken. However, all the 1150 patients underwent 
successful surgeries and remained clinically healthy post-
operatively. In few similar studies, it was observed that 
detecting abnormalities in laboratory tests of  clinically 
healthy patients does not influence change in treatment 
usually 13, 11, 2. Review of  literature shows little evidence that 
the patients with abnormal results are certain to develop 
increased post-operative mortality.14 Moreover, studies 
conducted by many authors suggest that the pre-operative 
tests would be unnecessary if  a careful clinical evaluation is 
performed.15 A surgical profile on the other hand increases 
the expenditure by the Hospital as well as the risk to the 
Health personnel requesting for other special investigations 
entailing risks and complications for the patients.16 In 
contrast, many a times if  the abnormal laboratory results are 
not recognized by the treating physician, it becomes a legal 
issue and liability on the part of  treating surgeon than not 
ordering the test itself. Insecurity during clinical examination 
leads to indiscriminate ordering of  pre-operative laboratory 
tests in addition to the false belief  that more number of  tests 
would protect the treating surgeon legally.13 If  the tests are 
considered independent of  each other and more the number 
of  tests conducted, they would result in more chances of  
obtaining an abnormal report.17 If  a laboratory test shows 
normal report or an abnormal report without any clinical 
implication, no further treatment can be initiated and the test 
remains without utility; on the other hand currently available 
anaesthetic drugs and techniques are safe enough toward 
the kidney or heart and if  the tests are performed with a 
purpose of  finding out the contraindication to drugs, then 

Table 1: The age and sex distribution of the study 
group (n=1150)
Age group Male (%) Female (%)
03-18 220 (19.13) 064 (05.56)
19-34 252 (21.91) 139 (12.08)
35-50 326 (28.34) 149 (12.95)

Table 2: The type of surgeries labeled as minor 
and medium in the present study
Type of surgery Name of surgeries
Minor Endoscopic procedures in ENT

Cataract surgery
Superficial skin surgeries
Myringoplasty
Biopsies
Septoplasty
FESS
Fracture reduction
Tibial nail removal

Medium Intra-peritoneal and intra-thoracic
ENT-laryngeal and head and neck
Orthopedic
Neurosurgical
Uro- Gynaecological
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these tests remain futile.13 In the present study, the number 
of  abnormal results among hematological tests; hemoglobin 
26 (0.26%), total blood counts 21 (01.82%), and coagulation 
tests 12 (01.65%) and the overall change in approach 
for treatment was 4 (0.34%), 5 (0.43%), and 3 (0.26%), 
respectively (Table 3). As per the practice advisory for pre-
anaesthesia evaluation - ASA task forces studies, routine 
hemoglobin abnormal findings represented 0.5-43.8% of  
cases and requirement for change in approach represented 
0-28.6%. Their routine hematocrit was abnormal in 0.2-
38.9% of  cases and change in clinical approach in 0-100% 
of  cases; routine coagulation tests showed abnormalities 
in BT, PT, aPTT, or platelet count represented 0.8-22% 
of  cases and required change in approach in 1.1-4% of  
cases.14 Review of  literature shows that the incidences of  
finding abnormal hematocrit and hemoglobin values as well 
as serum urea and creatinine are very common but there 
is no proof  that this would lead to increased morbidity or 
mortality during or after surgeries.2,11,13 Electocardiogram 
(ECG) was undertaken in 778/1150 patients (67.65%) in 
this study and abnormal finding was noted in (02.95%); 
7 patients (0.60%) required a change in approach to further 
treatment in the present study (Table 3). The practice 
advisory for pre-anesthesia evaluation - ASA task force 
studies, routine ECG results were documented as abnormal 
in 7-42.7% of  cases and required change in clinical approach 
in 9.1% of  cases.14 As per guidelines of  American College of  
Cardiology/American Heart Association recently, ordering 
ECG as a routine in surgical profile for low risk patients 
undergoing surgery is not useful moreover may even be 
harmful.2,14,15 Similar observation was made by Correll et al.19 
while investigating values of  preoperative ECG; no benefit 
was found in anticipating cardiovascular complications 
when compared to medical history. 821 patients (71.39%) 
underwent X-ray chest as a surgical profile in the present 
study and abnormal findings were noted in 18 (02.91%) 
of  them; change in approach to management was noted 

in 8 (0.69%) patients (Table 3). In ASA-task force studies 
routine X-ray, results were abnormal in 2.5-60.1% of  
cases and change in clinical approach in 0-51%.14 In their 
systematic review of  surgical profiles Joo et al.20 commented 
that the abnormalities noted on X-ray chests increases with 
increasing age and risk factors of  patients but these changes 
do not in any way alter the perioperative or post-operative 
course of  management. 838 patients (72.86%) underwent 
fasting blood sugar estimation as a surgical profile in 
the present study and abnormal findings were noted in 
21 (02.50%) of  them; change in approach to management 
was noted in 4 (0.34%) patients (Table 3). In the present 
study, serum sodium and potassium were conducted in 
426/1150 patient (37.04%) and abnormal finding was 
noted in 14 (03.28%); change in approach to treatment 
was made in (0.43%) patients. ASA task force studies 
showed preoperative routine Potassium estimation showed 
1.5-12.8% of  abnormal results.14 ASA task force agrees 
that preoperative tests should not be ordered routinely. In 
preoperative cases, it should be ordered in a selective manner 
with the purpose of  guiding or optimizing perioperative 
management.14 Reducing the number of  laboratory tests 
results thereby decreasing operating costs, time, and medical 
stress associated with false positive results.18

CONCLUSIONS

Preoperative surgical profiles should not be undertaken 
as a tradition, but should be based on thorough clinical 
examination, nature of  surgical procedure, anesthetic 
technique and clinical status of  the patient. They should 
be undertaken with the sole purpose to guide and optimize 
perioperative care of  the patients. Selective ordering of  
these tests reduces stress, time consumed, and cost of  
surgeries; remains as a more rational conduct on the part 
of  surgeon and the anesthesiologist.

Table 3: The number of tests performed, number of test positive, and change in the course of 
management in the study (n=1150)
(Total tests- 10,395)
type of tests performed

Number and % of tests Number and % of abnormal 
tests - 175 (15.21)

Change in approach to the 
management - 62 (35.42)

Hemoglobin 1150 (100) 26 (0.26) 04-0.34
Total blood count 1150 (100) 21 (01.82) 05-0.43
Coagulation profile 724 (62.95) 12 (01.65) 03-0.26
Fasting blood sugar 838 (72.86) 21 (02.50) 04-0.34
Blood urea 1104 (96) 11 (0.99) 03-0.26
Serum creatinine 1104 (96) 09 (0.81) 03-0.26
Serum sodium and potassium 426 (37.04) 14 (03.28) 05-0.43
ECG 778 (67.65) 23 (02.95) 07-0.60
X-ray chest 821 (71.39) 18 (02.19) 08-0.69
HbsAg 1150 (100) 08 (0.69) 08-0.69
Viral screening 1150 (100) 12 (01.04) 12-01.04
ECG: Electocardiogram
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